SOLUTION BRIEF

Accelerate Workload
Migration to Google
Cloud with Taos

Cloud migration is a strategic business initiative that must
succeed for the business to survive. However, often teams
lack the skilled cloud resources or bandwidth to navigate the
complexities in architecting, designing, and securing cloud
infrastructure.
Key to successfully migrating your workloads to the cloud
is to build a robust, secure, and scalable foundation. As a

management and infrastructure layer, the Cloud Foundation
is critical as it influences the security and stability of the
workloads that will eventually run in the cloud environment.
Expertise in automated management and migration tools are
also critical to executing a smooth migration. In addition to
accelerating the migration, the expertise, tools and processes
deliver, predictable, consistent, and repeatable outcomes.

Taos GCP Migration Accelerator
Taos GCP Migration Accelerator service offering simplifies and accelerates your cloud migration efforts leveraging proven
methodologies and Google Cloud best practices.
Taos will help identify your first mover workload balancing complexity, risk, and value. The GCP Accelerator service delivers a
foundation that is fit for purpose and a production ready workload migration and automated landing zone. This coupled with
an experienced team and assets executes your first workload and accelerates additional migrations.

Speed

Proven Methodology
and tools

Precision and
Predictability

Google Collaboration

See rapid results. Avoid the
start and stall cycle of cloud
migrations by leveraging
our expertise and proven
methodology to deliver
predictable migrations.

Taos provides the expertise,
tools, and proven processes
to avoid common pitfalls of
cloud workload migrations.
Leveraging Google Cloud best
practices, Taos delivers a fit for
purpose foundation.

Leveraging in-depth design
and deployment expertise we
remove blockers. Taos utilizes
IaC provisioning process and
prescriptive approach based on
proven blueprint architecture
frameworks.

A Google Premier Partner since
2014. We work with Google
Cloud to ensure delivery and
project teams’ efforts provide
the best solutions and support
for customer success.

Key Elements of Taos GCP Migration
Accelerator
A dedicated pod of experienced cloud architects and
GCP resources

Workload

Cloud Technology Stack

Design and deploy Cloud foundation aligned to
customer’s workload(s) and future state vision

Big Data

Deliver an automated build /rebuild Landing Zone
using Infrastructure as Code (IaC) provisioning
Resource
Architecture

Identify and move first application workload with
precision and predictability
Provide a future workload Migration Roadmap
Systematic hand-off of production ready application
workload to client operations team

12-16 weeks

Compute, Databases
Storage & Containers

Visibility Monitoring
/Alerts

Billing & Cost
Management

Enterprise Infrastructure
Cloud
Identity

IAM
Permissions

Networking
Services

Security &
Compliance

Operational Maturity

CCoE Operational Framework

Proven Taos Navigator Methodology
Taos utilizes our proven 5 phase Navigator Methodology Framework, coupled within extensive automated software tooling and
IaC, to deliver workspace migration based on proven GCP Cloud Foundation within weeks. Simplify migrations with an enterprise
solution that quickly delivers production ready workload migration and an automated landing zone.

Migrate
Orchestrate migration of first-mover
workload migration to GCP

Operationalize

Plan

Transition hand-off to Client
operations

Cloud foundation design considering
the security, access, observability,
billing, and infrastructure goals

Build
Build, configure & test GCP Landing Zone elements using Infrastructure
as Code (IaC) with required Integrations and configure GCP resources
for first mover app in landing zone

Discover

Why Partner with Taos?

Rapid discovery and categorization of current state
environment and application landscape

With 30 years of experience
helping enterprises adopt new
technologies, thousands of
customers choose Taos for their
migration journeys to navigate
pitfalls during implementation
and deployment. Taos’ offers full complement of Google
Cloud Platform Migration Services to accelerate, automate
and execute transformation of workloads.

Start Moving Workloads to GCP
Visit taos.com/partnerships/google-cloud-partner
or contact us at 1-888-826-7686.

Taos offers advanced services, including DevOps and
modernization, that help organizations optimize their
journey and their cloud operations.
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